Analysis of the Resistance of Hepatitis C Virus NS5B Polymerase Inhibitors via Docking and Molecular Dynamics Simulation.
In this work, we examined how known single point mutations (P495S, P495L, P495A, P496A, P496S and V499A) in Hepatitis C virus NS5B polymerase influence the binding of benzimidazole-5-carboxamide derivatives which are potent NS5B inhibitors. Docking and molecular dynamics simulations were performed to analyze the binding of the inhibitors to the wild-type and mutant enzymes. Binding free energy calculations (MM-GB/SA method) and analyzing the decomposed binding free energy of individual residues were able to explain the differences in the inhibitory potency of the compounds at wild-type and mutant enzymes and hence account for the appearance of resistance of mutant enzymes to the studied inhibitors. The obtained results were found to be in agreement with the known experimental data.